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This a true story. It is about a mistake I made
in the field as a young geologist. Please learn
from my mistakes.
I’m thinking back to one of my early days
working as a professional. I was a fresh
graduate, and I thought I was smart and was
somewhat confident. Despite entertaining
thoughts of continuing with school, I decided
I wanted to work.
And here was
Environmental consulting. I landed the job.
Hey‐ I can do this!
But... I realistically had some doubts. I was
after all learning a new aspect of geology. In
grad school, I learned about rocks, volcanoes,
faults, depositional environments, sediments
and physical chemistry and geochemistry. I
had never done this work before.
The first summer of my new professional job,
I was sent out to collect samples from a
drilling rig. We were asked to collect samples
in a wooded area. Events were supposed to
be in this order: brush clearing guy was
supposed to clear the way, then the stakes
were to be set by surveyors, then we would
bring in the rig to drill and collect the samples
at the stake locations.
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Somehow the order got screwed up. The
stakes were set in the woods first, then the
brush and tree contractor came after. They
cleared the way for the drilling rig, and wiped
out everything in its path ...including the
stakes.
I thought no problem, I can work through this.
I can scale off the site map at 1 inch = 200 feet
to the determine the staked locations for the
drilling. But, I left my engineering scale in the
office. No time to get it. Instead I used my
tape divided into 0.1 foot increments to
determine the distance to where the stakes
were or once were. I proceeded with the
drilling and sampling as scheduled. In case
you did not get it ‐ 0.1 foot increments do not
equal one inch increments. I was trying to
determine the distance using 0.1 foot and not
1 inch. Needless to say, it did not work.
Back at the office, I explained the days
sampling to my supervisor. That’s when my
supervisor helped me realize the mistake ‐ or
more accurately, I figured it out as I was
talking. My tape measure solution was way
off!
Article continues on Page 6…

Student Chapter News
See what the WSU and MTU student chapters have
been up to recently.

Pages 12 and 13

14th Annual Golf Outing
The Michigan Section’s 14th Annual Golf Outing is May
15, 2018.
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‐‐ Continued from Page 1 ‐‐
The field map had used a scale of one inch to
represent every 200 feet. Feeling really
stupid, and noticeably embarrassed, a knot
was rising in my throat. I wanted to hide and
not tell anyone or lie to cover it up and
somehow fix it. I felt like quitting my new job.
A few of the locations I sampled were
acceptable and the samples tested. However,
many of the other locations were not. They
had to be re‐drilled to collect new samples. I
had to explain to the drillers why we had to
drill again. Plus we, the Environmental
consulting company, had to pay for the re‐
drilling, the new sampling, and do this in time
to fix the error by deadline. This all added to
my young professional embarrassment.
To my shock and amazement, I was not fired.
But I hated making that mistake. None of us
likes making mistakes I believe. Looking back
on it, I learned the hard way about what NOT
to do during a sampling project. And in the
process of that embarrassing blunder, I also
realized what it means to be a professional
person. As hard as it was not to tell a false “fix‐
it” lie, I had to admit to my mistake when it
happened. It was the right thing to do. That
is a true professional standard.
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Finally, we all know that mistakes are made in
professional situations every day. Each of you
may have a similar story as mine. What
matters is how we deal with it. I have learned
to plan my work ahead of time. Sometimes I
feel extremely busy, and I have found that this
is when I tend to make mistakes. Planning
ahead, I have found, helps a lot. Please
remember to be honest, sort through the
facts, and I hope this will help you in your
professional career in the long run. I believe
this is what AIPG stands for in ethics and
integrity as we do the work we do to benefit
our society.

Support Our Sponsors!
The Section Executive Committee would like
to remind its members to support the
companies advertising in the newsletter.
Consider working with these companies, and
when you speak with their representatives, let
them know that you saw their ad in the
Michigan Section newsletter.

April Section Meeting
The Section held its second meeting of the
year at the University Center at Central
Michigan University in Mt. Pleasant on April
12th. Although overall attendance was down,

the meeting saw a record number of students
(21) in attendance.

Stephan Hlohowskyj presenting his talk following
dinner. Photo courtesy of Adam Heft.

The students got in some good networking
before dinner, and brought some mineral
samples and other items for attendees to
purchase as part of the Chapter’s ongoing
fundraising activities. During the evening, the
question on the mind of several CMU students
was “Where’s Western?!” since several WMU
students that were at the February meeting
said they planned to be at this meeting.
Stephan Hlohowskyj, Ph.D. student, provided
a very interesting and entertaining
presentation about “A Geologist’s Journey to
the Galapagos: How the Climate Influences
Geochemistry.”
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and impact the work we do.
We encourage you as
professionals
in
the
environmental industry to
step forward and lend your
expertise and speak up when
necessary.
Awareness of
what is happening that
affects the work we do is the
first step and from this
awareness we know when to
participate and help shape
and create policy.

CMU Student Chapter contingent at the meeting.
Photo courtesy of Adam Heft.

Member Input Sought
The Section Executive Committee is seeking
input from members on a variety of topics. Do
you have any suggestions regarding
speakers/presentation topics that you would
like to hear? What about field trips or other
events? Some place you’d like to see us go, or
something you think the membership would
enjoy doing? Then make your voice heard;
please send your suggestions to one of the
members of the Executive Committee; any of
the six members would be glad to hear from
you. AIPG is your organization. Please help
keep it relevant and interesting for all by
participating.

Regulatory Roundup
Stay informed!
Changes to Michigan’s
environmental laws are routinely proposed

After all it was Thomas
Jefferson who said, “We in
America do not have
government by the majority.
We have government by the
majority who participate."
We have provided quick links
to the rules and bill search
capability so that you may
customize the information
that you are seeking. For
example,
if
you
are
interested in searching for
bills that have been proposed
in 2017 to amend Michigan’s
Natural
Resources
and
Environmental Protection Act, just click on
the bill search button below with the act’s
name and type in 451 of 1994 in the search
fields provided. All bills that have been
introduced will appear.
This
edition’s
spotlight focuses on a
provision
in
the
budget bill for the
Michigan Department
of
Environmental
Quality.
Several
funding items that
Governor
Snyder
added to the budget
have been cut out by
the legislature. One
of these cuts includes
the $14.9 million
Clean
Michigan
Initiative
funds
removed for response
activities
at
environmental
cleanup sites. There is
no
replacement
funding
identified.
The money spent by
the state on response
activities is often
spent
with

environmental consultants and contractors
doing the work.

Proposed $65 Million in MDEQ
Funding for Environmental Cleanup
Rejected by Senate
Gongwer News Services reported on
Thursday, May 3, 2018 that Senate Bill 854
that includes MDEQ’s appropriations passed
without $65 million that would have been
used for environmental cleanup.
The
proposal called for an increase of Michigan’s
low tipping fees to provide the $65 million.
Michigan’s tipping fees are lowest in the
region and the proposed raise would still keep
Michigan’s fees competitively low; however,
the bill passed without the fees in a 29‐7 vote
along party lines.
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Introduction to the
Western Michigan
University Department of
Geological and
Environmental Sciences
We are excited to
announce our name
change
to
the
Department
of
Geological
and
Environmental Sciences
(formerly Geosciences). As our program has
evolved over the past 53 years, we have
expanded our emphasis on applied
environmental and hydrogeological research.
We have 13 faculty members with active
research programs in hydrogeology,
environmental science, sedimentary geology,
remote
sensing,
geophysics,
and
geochemistry. Our department is the home of
the Michigan Geological Survey (MGS) and
the Michigan Geological Repository for
Research and Education (MGRRE). The MGS
promotes research and mapping of
Michigan’s natural resources toward their
sustainable use. MGRRE serves as the
Michigan Rock Library – a facility that curates
subsurface samples from every rock unit in
the Lower Peninsula, including samples from
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many groundwater aquifers and hydrocarbon
reservoirs. MGRRE also supports faculty and
student research into aquifer and reservoir
characterization.
Our environmental and hydrogeology
students receive training for successful
careers in environmental site assessment,
groundwater studies, and remediation at
both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
Our curriculums integrate a wide variety of
coursework and hands‐on research, including
a six week, intensive field camp that is
recognized internationally. These students
investigate remediation techniques, well
drilling, water and soil sampling and testing,
and aquifer tests. Our geology and earth
science majors develop the skills necessary
for successful careers in energy and natural
resource industries, academia, earth science
education, and governmental agencies. The
department offers one‐on‐one mentoring to
all our undergraduates through research
programs conducted and facilitated by both
faculty and graduate students.
If you have students interested in earth
science, geology, environmental science,
and/or hydrogeology– please let them know
that
Western
Michigan
University’s
Department of Geological and Environmental
Sciences is interested in hearing from them.

Article submitted by Thomas R. Howe III,
Western Michigan University

New Section Website
Page
A new page has been added to the Michigan
Section website.
The page, “Student
Information” located on the website at
http://mi.aipg.org/studentsinfo.html features
information about the Student Chapters of
the Michigan Section. Currently, the annual
reports for each of the chapters has been
uploaded; additional information will be
added in the future. Please check out the
page to see what our student chapters have
been up to recently!

Welcome New Members
The Michigan Section is continuing to grow.
Please welcome the following new CPGs,
Professional Members, Young Professional
Members, Associate Members, and Students:
Sienna Fasel, MEM‐2982; Renee Soulliere,
SA‐9143; Raigen Blake, SA‐9247; Regan
Brandt, SA‐9056; Kelly Brown, SA‐9276; Kara
Donahue, SA‐9165; Tye Krukowski, SA‐9097;
Nathan Strzelewicz, SA‐9097; Raven Wright,
SA‐5115; Daryl Strandbergh, AS‐0164;
Charles Hackel, MEM‐2998; Jonathan
Haynes, MEM‐3008; Zachary Line, SA‐9170;
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Aaron Foster, SA‐9167; Michele Reaume, SA‐
9171; Daniel Figac, SA‐9166; Andrew Grimm,
SA‐9168; Kara Donahue, SA‐9165; Carly
Hoeft, SA‐9253; Richard Merz, SA‐9283;
Evelyn Jobe, SA‐9169; and Samuel Cameron,
SA‐8845.
To each of our new members, the Michigan
Section Executive Committee would like to
welcome you to our Section and encourage
you to attend Section meetings and other
events. You are also welcome to provide
information for the Member’s Corner articles.

ASBOG Exam Offering
The Fundamentals of Geology portion of the
ASBOG exam will be offered for the first time
in Michigan starting this year. It will be
available to be taken each March and October
on the campus of Central Michigan University
in Mt. Pleasant. The first testing date will be
October 5, 2018. Additional information will
be forthcoming in the next few weeks.

Where in Michigan?
Contest
The March 2018 edition of the newsletter
featured a photograph of the northwestern
part of the Rockport Quarry near Alpena; the
rock is the Middle Devonian age Rockport
Quarry Limestone.
No one correctly
identified the photograph.
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This edition features a new photograph at the
top of the first page. The first person to
correctly identify what the photograph
depicts (feature name, location, and
formation) will win AIPG swag! Submit your
entry to the Editor; only one per person per
issue please.

environmental educational programs and
activities in the Geosciences.
Thank you for your support!

Student Chapter News
Dr. Jeffrey Howard,
faculty sponsor of the
Wayne
State
University
student
chapter, submitted the

Michigan Section Golf
Outing
Last Call to Sign Up! You can register on
Eventbrite, by searching “AIPG‐Michigan
Section Golf Outing” or by contacting Bob
Reichenbach directly at
bob.reichenbach@ERGrp.net. Ph. 248‐773‐
7986, Fax 248‐924‐3108.

following information.

The outing will again be held at Moose Ridge
Golf Course in South Lyon. Great
sponsorships and spots for golfers are
available. To assist the organizers in
planning, please register ASAP. The
Registration Form is provided with this
newsletter.
The AIPG K‐12 Education Grant fund has
provided thousands of dollars to a variety of
worthy projects, made possible in part to the
money raised through our annual golf
outing. Your generosity has been, and will
continue to be, the key to enabling
organizations/schools to provide meaningful

Students studying an outcrop within Red River Gorge,
Kentucky. Photo courtesy of Dr. Jeffrey Howard.

I led a group of 20 students from the WSU
chapter of AIPG on a spring break field trip to
the Red River gorge geological area in
Kentucky, with funding from AIPG. We spent
5 days examining the geology and landforms
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of the area. We examined most of the
Paleozoic section exposed there, and visited
numerous arches and natural bridges in the
area. We want to thank the AIPG for making
this happen!

WSU students overlooking Red River Gorge,
Kentucky. Photo courtesy of Dr. Jeffrey Howard.
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MTU hosts Spring Fling
every year during week 13
of the spring semester.
This is a campus wide
event where different
clubs set up booths with
activities to attract new student members.
The MTU AIPG student chapter participated
this year, and had a station where students
could make “pet rocks” and receive
information on what AIPG is and the benefits
of a student membership. This event was
considered a success, as ten people were
added to the student chapter roster from
sign‐ups! We lucked out with incredible
weather, and enjoyed sunshine and music all
afternoon. The rest of the semester included
one last week of classes, finals, and most
students are now preparing for field classes.

Looking forward to a great summer in the
Keweenaw!

Did You Know?
This article is intended to remind members of
various aspects of AIPG and benefits of
membership. If there is something you would
like to see featured in this column, please
contact the Editor…
According to the Section 1.2 of the AIPG
Bylaws, “The purposes of the Institute shall be
to: 1) Advance the geological sciences and the
profession of geology; 2) Establish
qualifications for professional geologists; 3)
Certify the qualifications of specific individual
Member geologists to the public; 4) Promote
high standards of ethical conduct among its
Members and Adjuncts, and within the
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profession of geology; and 5) Represent, and
advocate for, the geological profession before
government and the general public.

Section Website
Reminders
As you may have noticed, the Michigan
Section is building a database of geologic
photographs on our website. Please submit
photographs that you are willing to share to
Adam Heft at adam.heft@wsp.com. Don’t
forget to include your name and a short
explanation of what the photograph depicts.
The photographs will be uploaded to the
website periodically.
If you have suggestions on other items that
should be included on the History page,
please let a member of the Section Executive
Committee know.

Newsletter Notice via Email
Please be sure that you continue to receive
the Section newsletters and other
announcements. Submit an updated e‐mail
address
to
Adam
Heft
at
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adam.heft@wsp.com. If you move or change
places of employment, don’t forget to send
your new contact information to both the
Section and to National. If you are not
receiving announcements directly from the
Editor, it is because your email address is not
up to date.

Interesting Geology Links
The Editor has received links to various
interesting geology‐related sites. Some of the
more interesting links are included here. If you
have any links to geology‐related links that you
would like to share, please forward them (with
a citation, if applicable) to the Editor.
Thanks to Mark Francek of Central Michigan
University for sharing via the “Earth Science
Site of the Week” emails.
The Simple Science Behind this “Boiling”
Sand:
https://www.mnn.com/green‐tech/research‐
innovations/videos/science‐behind‐boiling‐
sand‐pretty‐simple.

How Does Geoscience Affect Your State?
https://www.americangeosciences.org/policy
/factsheet/states.

Employment
Opportunities
To serve our members, and provide added
value, the Michigan Section posts ads for
employment or other opportunities in the
Section newsletters. Employment ads will run
for one edition unless renewed. There is no cost
to our members or sponsors for this service.
Send your employment opportunities to the
Editor.
No employment ads were received for this
edition of the newsletter.

Member’s Corner
The Member’s Corner includes information
about the Section’s membership. This is your
chance to provide information on where you are
and what you are doing. Simply send the
information to the Editor for inclusion in this
section.
No Members Corner articles were received for
this edition of the newsletter.
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2018 Michigan Section
Executive Committee

Lyon. Details in the attached flyer and on the
Section website.

Here are the current officers of the Michigan
Section. Be sure to talk with them at the
Section’s events when you see them…

May 23, 2018:
MAEP Professional
Development Meeting on “Due Care: What
Would You Do?” presented by Jeanne

MacMullan
Conference
Center
in
Roscommon, MI. Registration is open! Check
out
the
Section
website
at:
http://mi.aipg.org/workshop.htm
for
additional information.
June 16, 2018: Ohio Section AIPG field trip:
Serpent Mound Impact Structure Field Trip
and Archaeology Family Event. Registration
available at:
https://aipg‐ohio.org/field‐
trip.php.
June 16‐21, 2018: Resources for Future
Generations: Energy – Minerals – Water –
Earth. Vancouver, Canada.
August 3‐5, 2018: Michigan Section AIPG
Summer Field Trip: Hard Rock & Heavy
Metal. Trip includes a visit to the Eagle Mine
near Marquette and Humbolt processing mill,
as well as other nearby locations. Complete
details
and
registration
information
forthcoming.
September 8‐11 2018: 55th Annual AIPG
Meeting to be held in Colorado Springs, CO.
September, 2018: Joint Michigan Section
AIPG and MAEP meeting. Location, meeting
topic, and date TBD.

Coming Events
April 12, 2018: Joint Michigan Section AIPG
and MAEP Meeting, Michigan Brewing
Company, Novi. Dr. Steve Beukema of the
MDEQ‐RRD will be speaking on “Effects of Air
Knifing on Soil Gas Sample Results.” See the
Insert below…

September 20, 2018: AIPG webinar: Why
and How does a Groundwater Well Decline in
Performance and What causes a Well to Plug.
By Ray Talkington, Ted Morine, and Frank
Getchell. CEUs available.
Schlaufman, DEQ and Panel. The meeting
will be held at Block Brewing Company in
Howell. Registration link and information at:
http://www.maep.org/event‐2899271.
June 12‐13, 2018: Annual Michigan Section
Technical Workshop – Environmental Risk

September 29‐30, 2018: The Grand Traverse
Area Rock and Mineral Club Annual Jewelry,
Gem, Fossil, Rock and Mineral Show.
Cherryland VFW Post 2780, 3400 Veterans
Drive, Traverse City.
October 5, 2018: Fundamentals of Geology
portion of the ASBOG exam. Exam to be
given on the campus of Central Michigan
University, Mt. Pleasant.
October 10‐11, 2018: Ohio Section and Cox‐
Colvin Vapor Intrusion Short Course. To be
held at the ODNR H.R. Collins Core
Laboratory Conference Room in Delaware,
Ohio.
October 19‐21, 2018: Central Michigan’s 53rd
Annual Gem, Mineral, Fossil, Lapidary &
Jewelry Show. Main Arena, Ingham County
Fairgrounds, 700 E. Ash Street, Mason.
November 29, 2018: Michigan Section AIPG
Annual Meeting, Weber’s Inn, Ann Arbor.

May 15, 2018: Michigan Section AIPG Golf
Outing, Moose Ridge Golf Course, South

Assessment: Emerging Contaminants and
Pathways: A New Paradigm. At the Ralph A.

Fall 2019: 56th Annual AIPG Meeting to be
held in the Burlington, Vermont; dates TBD.
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Fall 2020: 57th Annual AIPG Meeting to be
held in Sacramento, California; dates TBD.
Fall 2021: 58th Annual AIPG Meeting to be
held in Marquette, Michigan; dates TBD.
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Photos – Left: Wayne State Students at the Geology
Museum, Chicago.
Right: MTU Student Chapter with Sponsor David Adler
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14th Annual AIPG Michigan Section Golf Outing
Tuesday May 15, 2018

The 14th Annual AIPG Michigan Section Golf Outing promises to be another successful event.
Proceeds generated from the outing benefit the AIPG K-12 Education Grant fund, which provides
thousands of dollars to a variety of worthy projects every year. Your generosity has been, and will
continue to be the key to enabling organizations/schools to provide meaningful educational programs
and activities in the Geosciences.
This event also offers our sponsors exposure to many of the most influential professionals in our
industry.
The outing will take place at Moose Ridge Golf Course in South Lyon, Michigan.

Place: Moose Ridge Golf Course
11801 Doane Road
South Lyon, MI 48178

Registration
Register/Pay by May 5, $600/foursome, $170/Individual
Register/Pay after May 5, $680/foursome, $190/Individual

Event: 18-Hole Scramble
Golfer 1: ______________________________________
Date: May 15, 2018
Golfer 2: ______________________________________
Registration: 8:00 to 9:15 am
Shotgun Start: 9:30
Rainout Date: May 17, 2018 (based on availability)

Golfer 3: ______________________________________

G
Golfer 4: ______________________________________

Accepted forms of payment include:

Please provide the point of contact for your
foursome:

Eventbrite-search AIPG Michigan
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/aipg-mi-section-golf-outing-tickets-41703835294?aff=eivtefrnd

or
Company: _______________________________________
Make Checks to:
Michigan Section-AIPG
c/o ERG
Contact: _________________________________________
28003 Center Oaks Ct., Suite 106
Wixom, Michigan 48393
Attn: Bob Reichenbach bob.reichenbach@ergrp.net Email: ___________________________________________
CALL 248-773-7986, or
FAX 248-924-3108 to reserve your place!
The AIPG-MI Section is a nonprofit
501(c)(6) Organization.

Phone: ___________________________________________

Includes: Continental Breakfast, green fees, range balls, Lunch at turn, networking opportunities, and DINNER.
Also includes: 50-50 and Grand Prize raffles along with other prizes including, $10,000, vacations, or sets of clubs
for a "Hole in One”, Putt-4 Dough $2,500, men’s and women’s Longest Drive and Closest to Pin contests, and
goodie bags for all participants.

14th Annual AIPG Michigan Section Golf Outing
Tuesday May 15, 2018
Sponsor Package Information
Executive Copper Sponsor - $2,500
• 1 foursome and 33% discount for additional golfers
• Highest Visibility Signage at the Event
• Corporate recognition at the awards presentation
Exclusive Dinner Sponsor- $2,000
Investment includes:
• 1 foursome and 33% discount for additional golfers
• Signage at the Dinner
• Corporate recognition
Beverage Sponsors - $1,000 (2 available)
Investment includes:
• Signage at the club house and on the Beverage Cart or Oasis.
• Corporate recognition
Breakfast/Luncheon Sponsor - $1,000
Investment includes:
• Signage at the grill/tent.
• Corporate recognition
Hole-in-one Sponsors - $800 (4 available)
Will have visible exposure on Par 3 Holes.
If a golfer hits a hole-in-one, the prize will be, either $10,000, a golf vacation or a deluxe set of irons.
Tee Box or Hole/Flag Sponsor - $280
(18 available)
Investment includes:
• Tee box signage and
• Pin Flag with logo
Skill Sponsors – $500
Investment includes:
(4 available)
“Longest Drive”, “Closest to Pin” awards to Male/female for each.
Practice Tee Sponsor – $300
Investment includes:
(1 available)
Exclusive Signage at the Practice Tee
Putt-4-Dough – $400 Signage on the putting area, corporate* recognition during the event (includes contest coordination at
the turn and following golf provided by you). Provides interaction with all participants.
Team Photo Sponsors:
$500 SPONSOR FEE – Signage and option to provide a photographer from your organization.
Goodie Bag Sponsor - Give-away items for 120 or more golfers

